Five Strategies for
developing

Champions!
How to create lasting strength, resilience
and confidence in your child’s life

How would you like your child to be
confident, resilient and overcome ANY
challenges life has to offer every
day…easily… and your child creates it…?
For most Parents, it can be
challenging to see the potential
and passion their child has in
doing what they want, but lack
the confidence and self believe
that they can do it.

Hey! My Name is Aaron Smalley
I help parents and kids develop
methods that improves the quality of
their child’s lives through movement.
How? Myself and our Leadership
Team, teach kids how to create daily
habits… understand emotion, mental
and spiritual states… turn doubt and
fear into confidence and resilience…
and ultimately help them become the
best version of themselves!
I really hope this short guide helps
you.
Enjoy! Aaron Smalley

If you want your child to develop
some awesome skills that builds
confidence, ownership and selfbelief, then you’re in the right
place.

Five Strategies for
developing Champions!
This Strategy guide covers the
five key steps to building
confident, strong, lasting habits
for kids. Learn them… Apply
them… And repeat.
Our clients who use these
strategies every day have seen
lasting change and growth in
their child and feel so good about
the positive impact they are
creating in their kids lives.

And We know you can too…
Myself and our Leadership Team
really hope you enjoy this cheat
sheet and are ready to transform
your child’s life.
If you need anything, drop us a
line
(info@projectmotionmovement.com
.au)
I Hope to talk to you soon!
Sincerely,
Aaron Smalley

Do you want to know the
fastest way for your child
to boost confidence and
resilience where they wake
up feeling like a champion
and go asleep feeling a
champion?
It’s all about creating daily
rituals.

Think about your child for the moment…
what do they do the first 15 minutes, half
hour… 45 minutes from when they wake
up?
Interesting yeah?
Now, does that half hour empower them
in a way that makes them feel excited
about their day, motivates them to achieve
their goals, and fills them up with selfworth and accomplishment even before
having breakfast!?
Sounds awesome right?

Sounds awesome right!
Create morning and night
rituals and execute daily!
Morning: Glass of water, 2
minutes of breathing, read ‘My
Superhero,’ look at goals, clean
room, breakfast. Takes 20
minutes!
Night: Glass of water, 10
minutes reading, look at goals,
sleep.

Have your child think and write
down… If they were a
superhero… How would they:

Who is your child’s
superhero?

- Walk, talk and act, at
home, school and social
events?

Once they have wrote this
down, put it somewhere they
can see it every day.

How does that superhero walk,
talk, act? What do they do,
what is their superpower and
why does your child admire
them?

- How does, superhero
them, face challenges?

Have it apart of their daily
ritual.

- What are their superhero
goals?

And when they read it, they
must read it like a superhero!

Superheros are inspiring
because they aim to be the best
they can! Otherwise… who is
going to save the city?!

- What is superhero them,
accomplished 1 year from
now?

Then begin to see the difference
your child’s self believe!
Because they are going to save
the city!

Now that we have created
daily rituals and ‘my
superhero’ for your child,
lets NOW create
understanding how
physical, mental and
emotional states affect their
state of mind!

State of Mind!

We call negative emotions,
emotional signals. Anger, fear,
doubt, frustration are calls to
action because those emotions
are telling us to do something.
We want to use these emotional
signals, to teach ourselves how
to quickly get back into feeling
happy, confident and increase
our energy levels!

Step 1. When your child’s get an
emotional signal, have them physically
do something that makes them happy.
Step 2. Have them ask quality questions.
E.g. ‘why do I feel this way?’ normally
they feel hurt, and that comes from a
sense of loss.
Step 3. Ask: ‘What can you do RIGHT
now, to change your state?’ Most kids
will know the answer, its then
empowering their ‘correct’ decision.
Have them Smile!

Ownership over oneself
actions, feelings and
responsibilities, creates
responsibility.

Responsibility creates
achievement.

Achievement
creates confidence.

Parents always want their child
to be safe. What parent
wouldn’t?
However, when a child goes
‘Mum, Dad watch me!’
subconsciously what they are
saying is look at my ability to
navigate this potential risk.
They want to show their
parents that they are
responsible for this.
This is part of growing up.

On one part. Kids having responsibility
over their things, cleaning their room,
carrying their school bag, being
prepared for tomorrow and doing their
chores, created that level of
responsibility.
On the second part. They also need to
have responsibility over their feeling and
actions. Questions like: ‘what’s that an
appropriate response?’ over telling them
what they should of done, allows them to
process is themselves and take
ownership.

Ultimately, the way to create
real change is to take massive
determined action!
So how do we motivate kids to
be the best version of
themselves they can be?
Answer…
They need to be already doing
it!
Have you ever heard ‘fake it
until you make it?

If they want to have the
confidence to do what they
want to do… they need to
visualise themselves already
doing it… and then do it!
Even if they are a little scared…
Because once they do it, they
don’t need to be scared of it
anymore.
When taking massive
determined action, your child
needs to be doing these skills
daily to achieve the best results!
Act like their superhero self
today, for tomorrow! the
way to create

This will expand their comfort
circle and because they feel
accomplished with that
challenge, they need to use that
to encourage them to take that
next step.
This will create confidence and
resilience.

Take Massive
Determined Action!

What’s Next?
These Are The Steps We Use
With Clients Every Day.
Parents who want their child to
be happy, strong, confident and
resilient.
We have used these strategies
to change the lives of hundreds
of kids over the last year.

It’s my wish that this strategy
cheat sheet will now equip you
to go out and help your child be
the best they can be.
It takes the guesswork out of
the process.
A simple plan, with
understanding from your child
and complete implementation
with transform their lives.
Start Today!

If you would like to speak to
us, we would love to talk to
you.
There is never any pressure on
our calls… our goal is to help
you figure what you and your
child needs and point you in the
right direction.
If you would like to book a call
or a goal session click this
button to do just that.

Click
herehttps://proj

